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Abstract
We present exact algorithms for the NP-complete LONGEST COMMON SUBSEQUENCE problem
for sequences with nested arc annotations, a problem occurring in structure comparison of RNA.
Given two sequences of length at most n and nested arc structure, one of our algorithms de-
termines (if existent) in O(3:31k1+k2 · n) time an arc-preserving subsequence of both sequences,
which can be obtained by deleting (together with corresponding arcs) k1 letters from the ;rst
and k2 letters from the second sequence. A second algorithm shows that (in case of a four letter
alphabet) we can ;nd a length l arc-annotated subsequence in O(12l · l ·n) time. This means that
the problem is ;xed-parameter tractable when parameterized by the number of deletions as well
as when parameterized by the subsequence length. Our ;ndings complement known approxima-
tion results which give a quadratic time factor-2-approximation for the general and polynomial
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time approximation schemes for restricted versions of the problem. In addition, we obtain further
;xed-parameter tractability results for these restricted versions.
c© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Basic motivation. Given two or more sequences over some ;xed alphabet , the
LONGEST COMMON SUBSEQUENCE (LCS) problem asks for a maximum length sequence
that occurs as a subsequence in all of the given input sequences. This is consid-
ered to be a core problem of computer science with many applications, see, e.g.,
[5,7,16,26,28]. With the advent of computational biology, structure comparison of RNA
and of protein sequences has become a central computational problem, bearing many
challenging computer science questions. In this context, the LONGEST ARC PRESERVING
COMMON SUBSEQUENCE (LAPCS) problem recently has received considerable attention
[8–10,18,24]. It is a sound and meaningful mathematical formalization of comparing
the secondary structures of molecular sequences. A similar but more restrictive model
was studied by Ma et al. [25].
Problem description. For a sequence S, an arc annotation A of S is a set of un-
ordered pairs of positions in S. Focusing on the case of two given arc-annotated input
sequences S1 and S2, LAPCS asks for a maximum length arc-annotated sequence T
that forms an arc-annotated subsequence of S1 as well as S2. More precisely, this
means that if one deletes k1 := |S1| − |T | letters (also called bases) from S1—when
deleting a letter at position i, then all arcs with endpoint i are also deleted—and one
deletes k2 := |S2|−|T | letters from S2, then T and the resulting sequences are the same
and also their arc annotations coincide. In this paper, we mainly restrict ourselves to
sequences with nested arc annotations, where one requires that no two arcs share an
endpoint and no two arcs cross each other. This variant of the problem is referred to as
LAPCS(NESTED,NESTED). According to Lin et al. [24], LAPCS for nested arc annotations
is “generally thought of as the most important variant of the LAPCS problem.” An ex-
ample of a longest common subsequence for two sequences with nested arc annotations
is given in Fig. 1.
Previous results. Whereas LCS for two sequences without arc annotations is easily
solvable in quadratic time (it becomes NP-complete when allowing for an arbitrary
number of input sequences), LAPCS for two sequences is NP-complete [8,9]. An-
swering an open question of Evans [8], Lin et al. [24] showed that already LAPCS
(NESTED,NESTED) is NP-complete. Observe that the corresponding problem in the eas-
ier model of Ma et al. [25] is solvable in polynomial time. In addition, Lin et al.
gave polynomial time approximation schemes (PTAS) for some (also NP-complete)
special cases of LAPCS(NESTED,NESTED). Here, matches between two given input se-
quences are allowed only in a “local area” (of constant size) with respect to matching
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Fig. 1. Example of a longest arc-preserving common subsequence for two arc-annotated input sequences S1
and S2. The common subsequence is obtained by deleting three bases in S1 and two bases in S2.
position numbers (refer to Section 2 for details). As to the general LAPCS(NESTED,
NESTED) problem, Jiang et al. [18] gave a quadratic time factor-2-approximation algo-
rithm. For related studies concerning algorithmic aspects of (protein) structure compar-
ison using “contact maps,” refer to [12,22].
New results. Our main results are two exact algorithms, i.e., providing optimal
solutions, for LAPCS(NESTED,NESTED): one that runs in linear time when we only need
a constant number of base deletions to obtain the common subsequence from the input
sequences, and one that runs in linear time when the length of the common subsequence
is constant.
More precisely, we give an exact algorithm that solves LAPCS(NESTED,NESTED) in
O(3:31k1+k2 ·n) time where n is the maximum input sequence length. This gives an
eNcient algorithm in case of reasonably small values for k1 and k2 (the numbers of
deletions allowed in S1 and S2, respectively). Our algorithm employs the bounded
search tree paradigm of parameterized complexity in a nontrivial way and introduces
a novel analysis technique to handle the bottleneck case in our analysis of the search
tree sizes; namely, we estimate the sum of sizes for two mutually dependent search
trees based on the fact that the sum of their heights is bounded.
Moreover, we give an enumerative algorithm solving LAPCS(NESTED,NESTED) in
O((3 · ||)l ·l ·n) time where l is the length of the common subsequence and || is
the size of the underlying alphabet. In both these ;xed-parameter algorithms we apply
a dynamic programming algorithm [14] that determines, given two arc-annotated se-
quences S1 and S2, in O(|S1| · |S2|) time whether S2 is an arc-preserving subsequence
of S1.
In order to compare our exact algorithms to the approximation algorithms for LAPCS
(NESTED,NESTED), observe that the PTAS algorithms (which only work for special cases
of LAPCS(NESTED,NESTED)) obtaining a good degree of approximation get prohibitive
from a practical point of view due to enormous running times. The factor-2-approxi-
mation might be not good enough for biological and other applications. In summary,
in terms of parameterized complexity [1,7,11], our results show that LAPCS(NESTED,
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NESTED) is ;xed-parameter tractable when parameterized by each of two dual param-
eters, the number of deletions allowed and, for ;xed alphabet size, the length of the
common subsequence. This results in a useful pair of algorithms: One is especially
practical for the comparison of non-similar sequences, i.e., when the length of the
common subsequence is small, and one is particularly suitable in the remaining case,
i.e., when the input sequences are similar. Note that our results give also a counter-
example to the conjecture proposed by Khot and Raman [20], “: : : typically parametric
dual problems have complimentary parameterized complexity.” This conjecture means
that if a problem is ;xed-parameter tractable with respect to one of two dual parameters
then it is supposed to be ;xed-parameter intractable with respect to the other.
Finally, we obtain ;xed-parameter tractability results for modi;ed versions of LAPCS
as studied by Lin et al. [24] for arc-annotations which are more general than nested
(e.g., crossing).
Structure of the paper. In Section 2, we formally de;ne the problems and in-
troduce the notation used throughout the work. Section 3 contains the enumeration
based approach to solve LAPCS(NESTED,NESTED), leading to an algorithm which runs
in O((3 · ||)l ·l ·n) time. By way of contrast, Section 4 presents the more involved
and probably more practical algorithm that solves LAPCS(NESTED,NESTED) by a search
tree based method with O(3:31k1+k2 ·n) running time. Section 5 contains exact algo-
rithms for modi;ed versions of LAPCS(NESTED,NESTED) that were introduced in [24].
We conclude with some open questions in Section 6.
2. Preliminaries and previous work
Besides its central importance in computer science and applications, the classical,
NP-complete LCS is particularly important from the viewpoint of parameterized com-
plexity [1,6,7,11,27]. It is used as a key problem for determining the parameterized
complexity of many problems from computational biology. In this setting, the input
consists of several sequences over an alphabet  and a positive integer l. The question
is whether there is a sequence from ∗ of length at least l that is a subsequence of
all input sequences. For example, with respect to parameter l the problem is known
to be ;xed-parameter tractable, i.e., it can be solved in time f(l) ·NO(1), where N
denotes the complete input size and f can be an arbitrarily fast growing function
only depending on l. 4 The decisive point here is that the combinatorial explosion
seemingly unavoidable when optimally solving NP-hard problems can be completely
restricted to the parameter l. Note, however, that for LCS this requires that || is
of constant size. If || is unbounded, then there is concrete indication that LCS is
not ;xed-parameter tractable with respect to parameter l (by way of so-called W[2]-
hardness which is well-known in parameterized complexity). We refer to [3,4,7,27] for
any details.
4 Actually, in case of LCS running time O(||l ·N ) is easily achieved.
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Evans [8,9] initiated classical and parameterized complexity studies for the more
general case that the input sequences additionally carry an arc structure each, which
is motivated by structure comparison problems in computational molecular biology.
Denition 1. For a sequence S of length |S|= n, an arc annotation (or arc set) A of S
is a set of unordered pairs of numbers from {1; 2; : : : ; n}. Each pair (i; j) connects the
two bases S[i] and S[ j] at positions i and j in S by an arc.
Besides, for i6j6n, we use S[i; j] to denote the substring of the sequence S starting
at position i and ending at position j and we use S[i;+] to denote the suNx of S starting
at position i.
We focus on two sorts of restrictions of the unlimited arc structures, namely crossing
and nested.
Denition 2. An arc annotation A of a sequence S is said to have crossing structure
if no two arcs in A share an endpoint, i.e., if for two distinct arcs (i1; i2); (i3; i4) from
A we have i1; i2 =∈{i3; i4}.
The arc annotation A is said to have nested structure, if no two arcs share an endpoint
and, in addition, no two arcs cross each other which means that for all (i1; i2); (i3; i4)
with i1¡i2 and i3¡i4 it holds that i3¡i1¡i4 iP i3¡i2¡i4.
Let S1 and S2 be two sequences with arc sets A1 and A2, respectively, and let
i1; i2 ∈{1; : : : ; |S1|} and j1; j2 ∈{1; : : : ; |S2|} be positive integers. If S1[i1]= S2[ j1], we
refer to this as a base match and if S1[i1]= S2[ j1]; S1[i2]= S2[ j2]; (i1; i2)∈A1, and
(j1; j2)∈A2, we refer to this as an arc match.
We now introduce the notion of an arc-preserving subsequence. Note that a common
subsequence T of S1 and S2 induces a one-to-one mapping MT from a subset of
{1; 2; : : : ; |S1|} to a subset of {1; 2; : : : ; |S2|}.
Denition 3. We say that a common subsequence T of S1 and S2 is an arc-preserving
common subsequence if the arcs induced by MT are preserved, i.e., for all 〈ir1 ; jr1〉;
〈ir2 ; jr2〉 ∈MT :
(ir1 ; ir2 ) ∈ A1 ⇔ (jr1 ; jr2 ) ∈ A2:
The LONGEST ARC-PRESERVING COMMON SUBSEQUENCE (LAPCS) problem is de;ned as
follows:
Input: Two arc-annotated sequences S1 and S2 over some alphabet .
Task: Find a maximum length arc-preserving subsequence for S1 and S2.
We refer to a maximum length arc-preserving subsequence for two sequences as a
longest arc-preserving common subsequence, which will be abbreviated by lapcs. Since
LAPCS is NP-complete even for two input sequences [8], here and in the literature
attention is focused on this case. Depending on the arc structures allowed in S1 and
S2, various subproblems of LAPCS can be de;ned. We focus here on the NP-complete
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LAPCS(NESTED,NESTED) [18,24], where both sequences S1 and S2 are required to have
nested arc annotations.
Motivated from biological applications [16,23], Lin et al. [24] furthermore introduced
the following special cases of LAPCS(NESTED,NESTED). For any positive integer c, in
c-DIAGONAL LAPCS(NESTED,NESTED) base S1[i] (S2[ j], respectively) is allowed to match
only bases in the range S2[i − c; i + c] (S1[ j − c; j + c], respectively). Similarly, in
c-FRAGMENT LAPCS(NESTED,NESTED) all base matches induced by a longest arc-preserving
common subsequence have to be between “corresponding” fragments of size c of S1
and S2. Lin et al. [24] showed that c-DIAGONAL LAPCS(NESTED,NESTED) is NP-complete
for c¿1 and c-FRAGMENT LAPCS(NESTED,NESTED) is NP-complete for c¿2.
3. Enumerative algorithm for LAPCS(NESTED,NESTED)
In this section, we solve LAPCS(NESTED,NESTED) by an enumerative approach based
on a recent result for pattern matching for arc-annotated sequences [14]. This leads
to a ;xed-parameter algorithm where the parameter is the length l of the common
arc-annotated subsequence. The result reads as follows.
Theorem 1. The problem LAPCS(NESTED,NESTED) for two sequences S1 and S2 over
alphabet  with |S1|; |S2|6n can be solved in O((3 · ||)l ·l ·n) time where l is the
length of the common subsequence searched for.
Proof. In a recent paper [14] it was shown that for two sequences S1 and S2 with
nested arc annotations it can be decided in O(|S1| · |S2|) time whether or not S2 occurs
as an arc-preserving subsequence in S1. That is, this algorithm solves the arc-annotated
pattern matching problem in case of nested arc structures in quadratic time. To decide
whether there is an arc-preserving common subsequence of length l of the two given
arc-annotated sequences S1 and S2, the following simple enumerative approach applies.
• Generate all possible length-l sequences with all sorts of nested arc annotations, and
• for each of these arc-annotated candidate sequences, check—using the above men-
tioned pattern matching algorithm twice—whether or not it occurs as a pattern in
both S1 and S2.
This algorithm directly leads to a solution of LAPCS(NESTED,NESTED), its correctness
being straightforward.
What is the time complexity of this algorithm? To check for a given arc-annotated
sequence of length l whether it occurs as a pattern both in S1 and S2 can be done in
O(l ·n) time [14]. Thus, to achieve the claimed overall running time of O((3 · ||)l ·l ·n)
it remains to be shown that there are at most (3 · ||)l of these length-l candidate
patterns. Firstly, note that on the “pure sequence level,” there are exactly ||l diPerent
length-l strings as candidates. Secondly, we need to analyze the more subtle point how
many diPerent nested arc structures there are which can be associated with each such
string. It is crucial here to observe that there is a one-to-one correspondence between
nested arc structures and Dyck languages well-known from formal language theory
(cf., e.g., [17]). More precisely, each arc structure corresponds to a Dyck word over
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a two-letter alphabet, namely opening and closing brackets. The number of ways to
parenthesize is exactly given by the Catalan numbers (cf., e.g., [13]). Thus, D(i), (for
even i) denoting the number of diPerent Dyck words of length i, can be determined
by (
i
i=2
)/
(i + 1) ¡ 2i :
Without loss of generality assume that l is an even number. Then, taking into account
that a length-l string may have bases without arcs and that each base may be the
starting or end point of at most one arc, we obtain the following expression that
upperbounds the number of diPerent arc structures to be associated with one particular
length-l string:
D(l) +
(
l
2
)
· D(l− 2) + · · ·+
(
l
l− 2
)
· D(2) + 1:
Note that there only can be even numbers of bases without arcs. Using the upper
bound 2i for D(i), the above sum can be upperbounded (also counting non-occurring
odd values i for D(i)) by
l∑
i=0
(
l
i
)
· 2i 6 (1 + 2)l = 3l: 5
In total, we thus have ||l possible strings, multiplied with 3l possible arc structures,
which leads to the upper bound of (3 · ||)l candidate patterns to be tested. Clearly,
these can be generated in O((3 · ||)l ·l) time.
For ;xed alphabet size, Theorem 1 means that LAPCS(NESTED,NESTED) is ;xed-para-
meter tractable with respect to parameter l. In case of RNA with alphabet size four,
we obtain:
Corollary 2. The problem LAPCS(NESTED,NESTED) for two RNA sequences of length
at most n can be solved in O(12l ·l ·n) time, l being the length of the common
subsequence searched for.
Clearly, the above presented result only leads to an eNcient exact algorithm if pa-
rameter l (subsequence length) is small. The next section presents an exact algorithm
that is preferable in the (practically more relevant) case that the common subsequence
is expected to be large. Note, however, that the above given time bounds clearly are
worst-case bounds and that by adding further heuristics and making use of special
properties of practical problem instances (which might lead us to having to consider
signi;cantly less than all theoretically possible candidate patterns) should enable sig-
ni;cant accelerations of the above algorithm in applications. A good example of the
5We remark that this analysis is not tight. Using generating functions, it could be somewhat improved.
For the sake of simplicity (and because the analysis is purely worst-case anyway) we do not go into the
details here.
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practical success of such an enumerative approach in computational molecular biology
is the recent result of Blanchette et al. [2] in the context of motif search for DNA
sequences.
4. Search tree algorithm for LAPCS(NESTED,NESTED)
In this section, we describe and analyze Algorithm STA 6 which solves the LAPCS
(NESTED,NESTED) problem in O(3:31k1+k2 ·n) time, where n is the maximum length of
the input sequences, and k1 and k2 denote the number of letters that have to be deleted
from S1 and S2, respectively, in order to obtain a longest arc-preserving common sub-
sequence. It is a search tree algorithm and, for sake of clarity, we choose the presen-
tation in a recursive style: Based on the current instance, we make a case distinction,
branch into one or more subcases of somehow simpli;ed instances and invoke the
algorithm recursively on each of these subcases. Note, however, that we require to
traverse the resulting search tree in breadth-;rst manner, which will be important in
the running time analysis. Before presenting the algorithm, we de;ne the employed
notation.
The subsequence obtained from an arc-annotated sequence S by deleting S[i] is
denoted by S − S[i]. When branching into the case of a simpli;ed sequence S − S[i]
(or S[2; n], resp.), the input for the recursive call is Snew := S−S[i] (or Snew := S[2; n],
resp.)—hence, |Snew|= |S|−1—and, therefore, Snew[i] = S[i+1]. For handling branches
in which no solution is found, we use a modi;ed addition operator “+˙” de;ned as
follows: a+˙b := a + b if a¿0 and b¿0, and a+˙b :=−1, otherwise. We abbreviate
n1 := |S1| and n2 := |S2|.
Recall that the considered sequences are seen as arc-annotated sequences; a compar-
ison S1 = S2 includes the comparison of arc structures. Additionally, we use a modi;ed
comparison S1 ≈i; j S2 that is satis;ed when S1 = S2 after deleting at most i bases in S1
and at most j bases in S2. We can check whether S1≈1;0 S2 or whether S1≈0;1 S2 in
linear time, as is sketched in the following. Assume that we want to check whether
S1≈1;0 S2. If n1¡n2, this cannot hold and if n1 = n2 then we only have to test whether
S1 and S2 are equal. Therefore, we assume w.l.o.g. that n1¿n2, more precisely that
n1 = n2 +1 (if n1¿n2 +1 then S1≈1;0 S2 is not possible). Then, we process S1 and S2
from left to right, trying to match S1[i] with S2[i] (also taking into account the arcs) for
i=1; : : : ; n1, until we encounter a “mismatch,” i.e. a position im such that S1[im] = S2[im]
or S1[im] is endpoint of an arc, but S2[im] is not endpoint of an arc. In case of such a
mismatch, we delete S1[im] and continue to match S1[i+1] with S2[i] for i= im; : : : ; n1.
Only if all these positions match, we have S1≈1;0 S2; if, otherwise, there is a sec-
ond mismatch, then S1≈1;0 S2 does not hold. This test can clearly be done in linear
time.
In the following subsection, we give a detailed description of Algorithm STA. It
processes the input sequences S1 and S2 from left to right, deleting already treated
bases of the sequences (when deleting a base adjacent arcs are also deleted). By a
6 The name STA stands for search tree algorithm.
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case distinction depending on the bases at the currently ;rst positions in S1 and S2,
we decide how to continue recursively. This case distinction also takes into account
possible arcs which are adjacent to these bases. Note however, that the ;rst posi-
tions in S1 and S2 can only be left endpoints of an arc. The most involved case
in the case distinction of the algorithm is Case (2.5), which will also determine
our upper bound on the search tree size. The focus of our analysis will, in partic-
ular, be on Subcase (2.5.3). For sake of clarity, we, ;rstly, give an overview of
the algorithm which omits the details of Case (2.5), and, then, present Case (2.5)
in detail separately. Although the algorithm as given reports only the length of an
lapcs, it can easily be extended to compute the lapcs itself within the same running
time.
4.1. Description of the algorithm
Recursive Procedure STA(S1; S2; k1; k2)
Input: Arc-annotated sequences S1 and S2, positive integers k1 and k2.
Return value: Integer denoting the length of an lapcs of S1 and S2 which can be
obtained by deleting at most k1 symbols in S1 and at most k2 symbols in S2. Return
value −1 if no such subsequence exists.
(Case 0) =* Recursion ends. *=
if k1¡0 or k2¡0 then return −1; =* No solution found. *=
if |S1|=0 and |S2|=0 then return 0. =* Success! Solution found.*=
if |S1|=0 and |S2|¿0 then =* One sequence done but not the... *=
if k2¿|S2| then return 0 else return −1 =* ...other. *=
if |S1|¿0 and |S2|=0 then =* ditto *=
if k1¿|S1| then return 0 else return −1
(Case 1) =* Non-matching bases. *=
if S1[1] = S2[1] then return the maximum of the following values:
• STA(S1[2; n1]; S2; k1 − 1; k2) =* delete S1[1] *=
• STA(S1; S2[2; n2]; k1; k2 − 1) =* delete S2[1] *=.
(Case 2) =* Matching bases. *=
if S1[1] = S2[1] then
(2.1) =* No arcs involved ⇒ It is safe to match S1[1] with S2[1].*=
if both S1[1] and S2[1] are not endpoints of arcs then return
1+˙STA(S1[2; n1]; S2[2; n2]; k1; k2).
(2.2) =* Only an arc in S1. *=
if S1[1] is left endpoint of an arc (1; i) but S2[1] is not endpoint of an arc then
return the maximum of the following values:
• STA(S1[2; n1]; S2; k1 − 1; k2) =* delete S1[1] *=,
• STA(S1; S2[2; n2]; k1; k2 − 1) =* delete S2[1] *=, and
• 1+˙STA((S1 − S1[i])[2;+]; S2[2; n2]; k1 − 1; k2) =* match *=.
=* Since there is an arc in S1 only, S1[1] and S2[1] can be matched only if
S1[i] is deleted. *=
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(2.3) =* Only an arc in S2. *=
if S2[1] is left endpoint of an arc (1; j) but S1[1] is not endpoint of an arc then
proceed analogously as in (2.2).
(2.4) =* Non-matching arcs. *=
if S1[1] is left endpoint of an arc (1; i), S2[1] is left endpoint of an arc (1; j)
and S1[i] = S2[ j] then return the maximum of the following values:
• STA(S1[2; n1]; S2; k1 − 1; k2) =* delete S1[1] *=,
• STA(S1; S2[2; n2]; k1; k2 − 1) =* delete S2[1] *=, and
• 1+˙STA((S1 − S1[i])[2;+]; (S2 − S2[ j])[2;+]; k1 − 1; k2 − 1) =*match *=.
=* Since the arcs cannot be matched, S1[1] and S2[1] can be matched only if
S1[i] and S2[ j] are deleted. *=
(2.5) =* An arc match is possible. *=
if S1[1] is left endpoint of an arc (1; i), S2[1] is left endpoint of an arc (1; j),
and S1[i] = S2[ j] then go through Cases (2.5.1), (2.5.2), and (2.5.3) which are
presented below (one of them will apply and will return the length of the lapcs
of S1 and S2, if such an lapcs can be obtained with k1 deletions in S1 and k2
deletions in S2, or will return −1, otherwise).
In Case (2.5), it is possible to match arcs (1; i) in S1 and (1; j) in S2 since S1[1]= S2[1]
and S1[i] = S2[ j]. Our ;rst observation is that, if S1[2; i− 1]= S2[2; j− 1] (which will
be handled in Case (2.5.1)) or if S1[i + 1; n1]= S2[ j + 1; n2] (which will be handled
in Case (2.5.2)), it is safe to match arc (1; i) with arc (1; j): no longer apcs would be
possible when not matching them. We match the equal parts of the sequences (either
those inside arcs or those following the arcs) and call Algorithm STA recursively only
on the remaining subsequences. These cases only simplify the instance and do not
require to branch into several subcases:
(2.5.1) =* Sequences inside the arcs match. *=
if S1[2; i − 1]= S2[2; j − 1] then return
i+˙STA(S1[i + 1; n1]; S2[ j + 1; n2]; k1; k2).
(2.5.2) =* Sequences following the arcs match. *=
if S1[i + 1; n1]= S2[ j + 1; n2] then return
2+˙(n1 − i)+˙STA(S1[2; i − 1]; S2[2; j − 1]; k1; k2).
If neither Case (2.5.1) nor Case (2.5.2) applies, this is handled by Case (2.5.3),
which branches into four recursive calls: we have to consider breaking at least one
of the arcs (handled by the ;rst three recursive calls in (2.5.3)) or to match the arcs
(handled by the fourth recursive call in (2.5.3)):
(2.5.3) return the maximum of the following four values:
• STA(S1[2; n1]; S2; k1 − 1; k2) =* delete S1[1]. *=,
• STA(S1; S2[2; n2]; k1; k2 − 1) =* delete S2[1]. *=,
• 1+˙STA((S1 − S1[i])[2;+]; (S2 − S2[ j])[2;+]; k1 − 1; k2 − 1)
=* match S1[1] and S2[1], but do not match arcs (1; i) and (1; j); this implies the
deletion of S1[i]; S2[ j], and the incident arcs. *=,
• l (computed as given below) =* match the arcs. *=
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Value l denotes the length of the lapcs of S1 and S2 in case of matching arc (1; i)
with arc (1; j). It can be computed as the sum of the lengths l′, denoting the length
of an lapcs of S1[2; i − 1] and S2[2; j − 1], and l′′, denoting the length of an lapcs of
S1[i + 1; n1] and S2[ j + 1; n2]; each of l′ and l′′ can be computed by one recursive
call. Remember that we already excluded S1[2; i − 1]= S2[2; j − 1] (by Case (2.5.1))
and S1[i+1; n1]= S2[ j+1; n2] (by Case (2.5.2)). For the running time analysis, how-
ever, we will require that the deletion parameters k1 and k2 will be decreased by two
in both recursive calls computing l′ and l′′. Therefore, we will further exclude those
special cases in which l′ or l′′ can be found by exactly one deletion, either in S1 or
in S2 (this can be checked in linear time); then, we need only one recursive call to
compute l. Only if this is not possible, we will invoke the two calls for l′ and l′′.
Therefore, l is computed as follows:
l :=


j+˙STA(S1[i + 1; n1]; S2[ j + 1; n2]; k1 − 1; k2)
if S1[2; i − 1] ≈1;0 S2[2; j − 1];
i+˙STA(S1[i + 1; n1]; S2[ j + 1; n2]; k1; k2 − 1)
if S1[2; i − 1] ≈0;1 S2[2; j − 1];
2+˙(n2 − j)+˙STA(S1[2; i − 1]; S2[2; j − 1]; k1 − 1; k2)
if S1[i + 1; n1] ≈1;0 S2[ j + 1; n2];
2+˙(n1 − i)+˙STA(S1[2; i − 1]; S2[2; j − 1]; k1; k2 − 1)
if S1[i + 1; n1] ≈0;1 S2[ j + 1; n2];
2+˙l′+˙l′′ (de;ned below) otherwise:
Computing l′, we credit the two deletions that will certainly be needed when comput-
ing l′′. Depending on the length of S1[i + 1; n1] and S2[ j + 1; n2], we have to decide
which parameter to decrease: If |S1[i + 1; n1]|¿|S2[ j + 1; n2]|, we will certainly need
at least two deletions in S1[i + 1; n1], and can start the recursive call with parameter
k1 − 2 (and, analogously, with k2 − 2 if |S1[i+ 1; n1]|¡|S2[ j+ 1; n2]| and both k1 − 1
and k2 − 1 if S1[i + 1; n1] and S2[ j + 1; n2] are of same length):
l′ :=


STA(S1[2; i − 1]; S2[2; j − 1]; k1 − 2; k2) if n1 − i¿n2 − j;
STA(S1[2; i − 1]; S2[2; j − 1]; k1; k2 − 2) if n1 − i ¡ n2 − j;
STA(S1[2; i − 1]; S2[2; j − 1]; k1 − 1; k2 − 1) if n1 − i= n2 − j:
Computing l′′, we decrease k1 and k2 by the deletions already spent when computing l′,
where k ′1;1 := i − 2 − l′ denotes the number of deletions spent in S1[1; i] and k ′2;1 :=
j − 2− l′ denotes the number of deletions spent in S2[1; j]:
l′′ := STA(S1[i + 1; n1]; S2[ j + 1; n2]; k1 − k ′1;1; k2 − k ′2;1):
4.2. Correctness of Algorithm STA
To show the correctness, we have to make sure that, if an lapcs with the speci;ed
properties exists, then the algorithm ;nds one; the reverse can be seen by checking,
for every case of the above algorithm, that we only make matches when they extend
the lapcs and that the bookkeeping of the “mismatch counters” k1 and k2 is correct.
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In the following, we omit the details for the easier cases of our search tree algorithm
and, instead, focus on the most involved situation, Case (2.5).
In Case (2.5), S1[1]= S2[1], there is an arc (1; i) in S1 and an arc (1; j) in S2, and
S1[i] = S2[ j]. In Cases (2.5.1) and (2.5.2), we handled the special situation that S1[1; i]
= S2[1; j] or that S1[i+1; n1]= S2[ j+1; n2]. For both cases, the best choice is to match
the arcs. In Case (2.5.3), we have the choice of breaking at least one of the arcs (1; i)
and (1; j) or to match them. Observe that, if we decide to match the arcs, we can
divide the current instance into two subinstances: bases from S1[2; i − 1] can only be
matched to bases from S2[2; j − 1] and bases from S1[i + 1; n1] can only be matched
to bases from S2[ j + 1; n2]. We will, in the following, denote the subinstance given
by S1[2; i−1] and S2[2; j−1] as part 1 of the instance and the one given by S1[i+1; n1]
and S2[ j + 1; n2] as part 2 of the instance.
We distinguish two cases. Firstly, suppose that we want to break at least one arc.
This can be achieved by either deleting S1[1] or S2[1]. If we do not delete either
of these bases, we obtain a base match. But, in addition, we must delete both S1[i]
and S2[ j], since otherwise we cannot maintain the arc-preserving property.
Secondly, we can match the arcs (1; i) and (1; j). Then, we know, since neither
Case (2.5.1) nor (2.5.2) applies, that an optimal solution will require at least one
deletion in part 1 and will also require at least one deletion in part 2. We can further
compute, in linear time, whether part 1 (or part 2, resp.) can be handled by exactly one
deletion and start the algorithm recursively only on part 2 (part 1, resp.), decreasing one
of k1 or k2 by the deletion already spent. In the remaining case, we start the algorithm
recursively ;rst on part 1 (to compute l′) and, then, on part 2 (to compute l′′). At this
point we know, however, that an optimal solution will require at least two deletions
in part 1 and will also require at least two deletions in part 2. Thus, when starting the
algorithm on part 1, we can “spare” two of the k1 + k2 deletions for part 2, depending
on part 2 (as outlined above). Having, thus, found an optimal solution of length l′ for
part 1, the number of allowed deletions remaining for part 2 is determined: we have,
in part 1, already spent k ′1;1 := i − 2− l′ deletions in S1[2; i − 1] and k ′2;1 := j − 2− l′
deletions in S2[2; j−1]. Thus, there remain, for part 2, k1−k ′1;1 deletions for S1[i+1; n1]
and k2 − k ′2;1 deletions for S2[ j + 1; n2].
This discussion showed that, in Case (2.5.3), our case distinction covers all subcases
in which we can ;nd an optimal solution and, hence, Case (2.5.3) is correct.
4.3. Running time of Algorithm STA
Lemma 3. Given two arc-annotated sequences S1 and S2, suppose that we have to
delete k ′1 symbols in S1 and k
′
2 symbols in S2 in order to obtain an lapcs.
7 Then,
the search tree size (i.e., the number of the nodes in the search tree) for a call
STA(S1; S2; k ′1; k
′
2) is upperbounded by 3:31
k′1+k
′
2 .
7 Note that there might be several lapcs for two given sequences S1 and S2. The length l of such an
lapcs, however, is uniquely de;ned. Since, clearly, k′1 = |S1| − l and k′2 = |S2| − l, the values k′1 and k′2 also
are uniquely de;ned for given S1 and S2.
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Proof. Algorithm STA constructs a search tree, where every search tree node cor-
responds to one of the cases mentioned in the algorithm. We observe that in Cases
(2.1), (2.5.1), and (2.5.2), we have a recursive call of STA with smaller remaining
sequences, but we do not invoke more than one recursive call, i.e., we do not branch
in the search tree. Case (0) is used for the termination. In all other cases, i.e., Case
(1), Cases (2.2), (2.3), (2.4), and (2.5.3), we do a branching and we perform a re-
cursive call of STA with a smaller value of the sum of the parameters in each of
the branches. In particular, for Case (2.5.3), in total, we perform ;ve recursive calls.
For the following running time analysis, the last two recursive calls of this case (i.e.,
the ones needed to evaluate l′ and l′′) will be treated together. More precisely, we
treat Case (2.5.3) as if it were a branching into four subcases, where, in each of the
;rst three branches we have one recursive call and in the fourth branch we have two
recursive calls.
Let m be the number of nodes corresponding to Case (2.5.3) that appear in such a
search tree. We prove the claim on the search tree size by induction on the number m.
For m=0, we do not have to deal with Case (2.5.3). Hence, we can determine the
search tree size by the so-called branching vectors (for details of this type of analysis
we refer to [21]): Suppose that in one search tree node with current sequences S1, S2
and parameters k ′1; k
′
2, we have q branches. We analyze the size of the search tree
in terms of the sum k ′ := k ′1 + k
′
2 of the two parameters. Suppose that in branch t,
16t6q, we call STA recursively with new parameter values k ′1; t and k
′
2; t , i.e., with
a sum k ′(t) := k ′1; t + k
′
2; t . Letting pt := k
′ − k ′(t); 16t6q, the vector (p1; : : : ; pq) is
called the branching vector for this branch. It corresponds to the recurrence
Tk′ = Tk′−p1 + · · ·+ Tk′−pq ;
where Ti denotes the size of the search tree for parameter value i. The characteristic
polynomial of this recurrence is
zp − zp−p1 − · · · − zp−pq ; (1)
where p= max{p1; : : : ; pq}. If c is a root of (1) with maximum absolute value, then
Tk′ is ck
′
up to a polynomial factor and c is called the branching number that cor-
responds to the branching vector (p1; : : : ; pq). Moreover, if c is a single root, then
even Tk′ =O(ck
′
). 8 The branching vectors which appear in our search tree are (1; 1)
(Case 1), (1; 1; 1) (Cases 2.2, 2.3), (1; 1; 2) (Case 2.4), (1; 1; 2) (Case 2.5.3 with m=0).
The worst-case branching number c for these branching vectors is given for (1; 1; 1)
with c=363:31.
Now suppose that the claim is true for all values m′6m − 1. In order to prove
the claim for m, we have to, for a given search tree, analyze a search tree node
corresponding to Case (2.5.3). Suppose that the current sequences in this node are S1
and S2 with lengths n1 and n2 and that the optimal parameter values are k ′1 and k
′
2.
Our goal is to show that the branching of the recursion for Case (2.5.3) has branching
vector (1; 1; 2; 1) which corresponds to a branching number c=3:31 (which can be
8 For the branching vectors that appear in our setting, c is always real and will always be a single root.
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easily veri;ed using the corresponding recurrence). As discussed above, for the ;rst
three branches of Case (2.5.3), we only need one recursive call of the algorithm. The
fourth branch is more involved. We will have a closer look at this fourth subcase
of (2.5.3) in the following. Let us evaluate the search tree size for a call of this fourth
subcase. It is clear that the optimal parameter values for the subsequences S1[2; i − 1]
and S2[2; j − 1] are k ′1;1 = (i − 2) − l′ and k ′2;1 = ( j − 2) − l′. Moreover, the optimal
parameter values for the subsequences S1[i+1; n1] and S2[ j+1; n2] are k ′1;2 = (n1−i)−l′′
and k ′2;2 = (n2− j)− l′′. Since, by Cases (2.5.1) and (2.5.2) and by the ;rst four cases
in the fourth branch of Case (2.5.3), the cases where k ′1;1 + k
′
2;161 or k
′
1;2 + k
′
2;261
are already considered, we may assume that we have k ′1;1 + k
′
2;1; k
′
1;2 + k
′
2;2¿2.
Hence, by the induction hypothesis and since we traverse the search tree in breadth-
;rst manner, the search tree size for the computation of l′ is 3:31k
′
1; 1+k
′
2; 1 , and the
computation of l′′ needs a search tree of size 3:31k
′
1; 2+k
′
2; 2 . This means that the total
search tree size for this fourth subcase is upperbounded by
3:31k
′
1;1+k
′
2;1 + 3:31k
′
1;2+k
′
2;2 : (2)
Note that, since k ′t is assumed to be the optimal value, we have
k ′t = nt − l′ − l′′ − 2 for t = 1; 2;
and, hence, an easy computation shows that
k ′t;1 + k
′
t;2 = k
′
t for t = 1; 2:
From this we conclude that,
3:31k
′
1;1+k
′
2;1 + 3:31k
′
1;2+k
′
2;2 6 3:31k
′
1+k
′
2−1: (3)
Inequality (3) holds true since, by assumption, k ′1;1 + k
′
2;1; k1;2′ + k
′
2;2¿2. Plugging
Inequality (3) into Expression (2), we see that the search tree size for this fourth
case of (2.5.3) is upperbounded by 3:31k
′
1+k
′
2−1. Besides, by induction hypothesis, the
search trees for the ;rst and the second branch of Case (2.5.3) also have size upper-
bounded by 3:31k
′
1+k
′
2−1 and the search tree for the third branch of Case (2.5.3) has
size upperbounded by 3:31k
′
1+k
′
2−2.
Hence, the overall computations for Case (2.5.3) can be treated with branching vec-
tor (1; 1; 2; 1). The corresponding branching number c of this branching vector is 3.31
(being the root of (1) with maximal absolute value for the branching vector (1; 1; 2; 1)).
This is the worst-case branching number among all branchings. Hence, the full search
tree has size 3:31k
′
1+k
′
2 .
Now, suppose that we run Algorithm STA with sequences S1; S2 and parameters k1;
k2. As before let k ′1 and k
′
2 be the number of deletions in S1 and S2 needed to ;nd an
lapcs. As pointed out at the beginning of this section, the search tree will be traversed
in breadth-;rst manner. Hence, on the one hand, we may stop the computation if at
some search tree node an lapcs is found (even though the current parameters at this
node may be non-zero). On the other hand, if it is not possible to ;nd an lapcs with k1
and k2 deletions, then the algorithm terminates automatically by Case (0). Observe that
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the time needed in each search tree node is upperbounded by O(n) if both sequences
S1 and S2 have length at most n. This gives a total running time of O(3:31k1+k2 ·n) for
the algorithm.
Theorem 4. The problem LAPCS(NESTED,NESTED) for two sequences S1 and S2 with
|S1|; |S2|6n can be solved in O(3:31k1+k2 ·n) time where k1 and k2 are the number of
deletions needed in S1 and S2.
5. Algorithms for restricted versions
In this section, we investigate the so-called c-FRAGMENT LAPCS(CROSSING,CROSSING)
and the c-DIAGONAL LAPCS(CROSSING,CROSSING) problems. Evans [8] showed that
LAPCS(CROSSING,CROSSING) appears to be ;xed-parameter intractable (more precisely,
it is W[1]-hard (cf. [7]) with respect to parameter l (subsequence length)). By way
of contrast, we show that the restricted versions as considered by Lin et al. [24] are
;xed-parameter tractable.
In the setting of c-FRAGMENT, the sequences S1 and S2 are divided into fragments
S(1)1 ; : : : ; S
(|S1|=c)
1 and S
(1)
2 ; : : : ; S
(|S2|=c)
2 , respectively, each fragment of length exactly c
(the last fragment may have length less than c) and we do not allow matches between
distinct fragments, i.e., between bases in S(t)1 and S
(t′)
2 with t = t′.
In the setting of c-DIAGONAL, a base S1[i] (16i6|S1|) is only allowed to match bases
in the range S2[i − c; i + c].
We give algorithms for these problems when parameterized by the length l of the de-
sired subsequence. The versions c-DIAGONAL and c-FRAGMENT of LAPCS (NESTED,NESTED)
were already treated by Lin et al. [24]. They gave PTAS’s for these problems. The
running times for the following exact algorithms are based on worst-case analysis. The
algorithms are expected to perform much better in practice.
5.1. c-FRAGMENT LAPCS(CROSSING,CROSSING)
The algorithm presented here extends an idea which was used for the 1-FRAGMENT
case by Lin et al. [24]. We translate an instance of the c-FRAGMENT LAPCS problem into
an instance of an INDEPENDENT SET problem on a graph G=(V; E) of bounded degree.
Since INDEPENDENT SET on graphs of bounded degree is ;xed-parameter tractable, we
also obtain a ;xed-parameter algorithm for c-FRAGMENT LAPCS. The following lemma
uses a straightforward search tree algorithm.
Lemma 5. Let G be a graph of degree bounded by B. Then, an independent set of
size k can be found in O((B+ 1)kB+ |G|) time.
Proof. We describe how to solve this question using a search tree of height k in which
each node of the search tree has at most (B + 1) children. We use a representation
of the graph allowing to label each vertex, thereby marking it as “done.” Initially, in
the root of the search tree, all vertices of the graph are unmarked and the independent
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set is empty. Then, the recursive search tree procedure works as follows. First, we
;nd an unmarked vertex u (if all vertices are marked as done, then we have already
found a solution). Note that u has at most B neighbors. Any maximum independent
set of G contains either u or at least one of its neighbors. Thus, we arrive at modi;ed
instances which are handled recursively: In one case, we put u into the independent
set and mark u and all its neighbors as done. In all other cases—one case for every
neighbor v of u—we put v into the independent set and mark v and all its neighbors
as done. On each of these modi;ed instances, we invoke the search tree procedure
recursively. The recursion stops when we ;nd a solution (all vertices are marked as
done while the independent set is of size at most k) or when already k vertices are
in the independent set while not all vertices are marked as done (no solution in this
branch of the search tree). This results in a search tree of size at most (B+ 1)k .
In each search tree node, we only need linear time: The unmarked vertices in the
graph can be administrated in a doubly linked list such that the next unmarked vertex
can be found in constant time and, when marking a vertex as done, we can delete
it from this list in constant time. Then, marking a vertex and all its neighbors as
done needs only O(B) time. These data structures can be initialized in O(|G|) time.
Therefore, this algorithm needs O((B+ 1)kB+ |G|) time.
The graph G which is obtained when translating an instance of the c-FRAGMENT
LAPCS(CROSSING,CROSSING) problem has degree bounded by B= c2 + 2c − 1, which
gives us the following result.
Proposition 6. The c-FRAGMENT LAPCS(CROSSING,CROSSING) problem parameterized by
the length l of the desired subsequence can be solved in O((B + 1)lB + c3n) time,
where B= c2 + 2c − 1.
Proof. Let (S1; A1) and (S2; A2) be an instance of c-FRAGMENT LAPCS(CROSSING,CROSSING),
where S1 and S2 are over a ;xed alphabet . 9
We construct a graph G=(V; E) as follows. The set of vertices of G corresponds
to all possible matches, i.e., we de;ne
V := {vi;j | S1[i] = S2[ j] and i=c = j=c}:
Note that for the c-FRAGMENT problem we are only allowed to match two symbols
which are in the same fragment of length c.
Since we want to translate the LAPCS instance into an instance of an INDEPENDENT
SET problem on G, the edges of G will represent all conUicting matches. Since such a
conUict may arise from three diPerent situations, we let E :=E1 ∪E2 ∪E3, where
E1 := {{vi1 ;j1 ; vi2 ;j2} | (i1 = i2 ∧ j1 = j2) ∨ (i1 = i2 ∧ j1 = j2)} (4)
9 We assume that both sequences have the same length, i.e., n= |S1|= |S2|. If the sequences do not have
the same length, we extend a sequence of a letter not in the alphabet at its end.
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Fig. 2. 2-FRAGMENT LAPCS. There are four base matches in the two fragments shown in this ;gure.
They correspond to the four vertices in G. The edge marked by (1) in G is imposed since base matches
〈2i − 1; 2i − 1〉 and 〈2i − 1; 2i〉 share base S1[2i − 1], i.e., {v2i−1; 2i−1; v2i−1; 2i}∈E1. Since base matches
〈2j; 2j − 1〉 and 〈2j − 1; 2j〉 cross each other, their corresponding vertices are joined by an edge marked
by (2), i.e., {v2j−1; 2j ; v2j; 2j−1}∈E2. While an arc joins bases S1[2i− 1] and S1[2j− 1], there is no arc in
S2 between the ith and the jth fragments. Two edges are imposed between the vertices which correspond
to the base matches involving the endpoints of arc (2i − 1; 2j − 1). These edges are marked with (3), i.e.,
{v2i−1; 2i−1; v2j−1; 2j}; {v2i−1; 2i ; v2j−1; 2j}∈E3.
(the two matches represented by vi1 ; j1 and vi2 ; j2 share a common base),
E2 := {{vi1 ;j1 ; vi2 ;j2} | ((i1 ¡ i2) ∧ (j1¿j2)) ∨ ((i1¿i2) ∧ (j1 ¡ j2))} (5)
(the two matches represented by vi1 ; j1 and vi2 ; j2 are not order-preserving), and
E3 :=
{
{vi1 ;j1 ; vi2 ;j2}
∣∣∣∣ ((i1; i2) ∈ A1 ∧ (j1; j2) =∈ A2)∨((i1; i2) =∈ A1 ∧ (j1; j2) ∈ A2)
}
(6)
(the two matches represented by vi1 ; j1 and vi2 ; j2 are not arc-preserving).
Fig. 2 illustrates this construction for 2-FRAGMENT LAPCS.
By construction, it is clear that all lapcs’s of length l which match positions Q1 =
{i1; : : : ; il} in S1 to positions Q2 = { j1; : : : ; jl} in S2 one-to-one correspond to inde-
pendent sets of the form V ′= {vit ; jt | t=1; : : : ; l} in the graph G. We then use the
algorithm from Lemma 5 to determine an independent set in G of size l and, hence,
an lapcs of length l for (S1; A1) and (S2; A2).
For the running time analysis of this algorithm, note that there can be up to c2 ver-
tices in G for each fragment. Hence, we can have a total of c2 ·n=c= c ·n vertices
in G.
Each vertex vi; j in G can have at most c2 + 2c − 1 adjacent edges:
• If a base match 〈i; j1〉 shares with another base match 〈i; j2〉 the same base S1[i],
then an edge must be imposed between the vertices vi; j1 and vi; j2 . There can be at
most c− 1 such base matches, which share S1[i] with 〈i; j〉, and at most c− 1 base
matches, which share S2[ j] with 〈i; j〉. Thus, vi; j can have at most 2(c− 1) adjacent
edges from the set E1.
• If S1[i] is the ;rst base in one fragment of S1 and S2[ j] is the last base in the
same fragment of S2, then the base match 〈i; j〉 can violate the order of the original
sequences with at most (c − 1)2 other base matches. Thus, at most (c − 1)2 edges
from E2 will be imposed on vertex vi; j.
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• If S1[i] and S2[ j] both are endpoints of arcs (i; i′) and ( j; j′), then all base matches
involving S1[i′] or S2[ j′] (but not both) with base match 〈i; j〉 cannot be arc-
preserving. Since S1[i′] and S2[ j′] can be in two diPerent fragments and each of
them has at most c matched bases, the edges from the set E3 adjacent to vertex vi; j
can amount to 2c.
Thus, the resulting graph G has a vertex degree bounded by B= c2+2c−1. According
to Lemma 5, we can ;nd an independent set in G of size l in O((B + 1)lB + |G|)
time. Moreover, since we have c ·n vertices, G can have at most O(c3n) edges.
The construction of G can be carried out in O(c3n) time. Hence, the c-FRAGMENT
LAPCS(CROSSING,CROSSING) problem can be solved in O((B + 1)lB + c3n) time, where
B= c2 + 2c − 1.
5.2. c-DIAGONAL LAPCS(CROSSING,CROSSING)
A similar approach as the one for c-FRAGMENT LAPCS(CROSSING,CROSSING) can be used
to obtain a result for the c-DIAGONAL case. It can be shown that, in this case, graph G
for which we have to ;nd an independent set has degree at most B=2c2 + 7c + 2.
Proposition 7. The c-DIAGONAL LAPCS(CROSSING,CROSSING) problem parameterized by
the length l of the desired subsequence can be solved in O((B + 1)lB + c3n) time,
where B=2c2 + 7c + 2.
Proof. Again, we translate the problem into an INDEPENDENT SET problem on a graph
G=(V; E) with bounded degree and use Lemma 5. For given arc-annotated sequences
(S1; A1); (S2; A2), the set of vertices now becomes
V := {vi;j | S1[i] = S2[ j] and j ∈ [i − c; i + c]};
since each position i in sequence S1 can only be matched to positions j∈ [i− c; i+ c]
of S2. The de;nition of the edge set E can be adapted from the case for c-FRAGMENT
(cf. Eqs. (4)–(6)). We impose an edge {vi; j ; vi′ ; j′} iP the corresponding matches 〈i; j〉
and 〈i′; j′〉 (1) share a common endpoint, (2) are not order-preserving, or (3) are not
arc-preserving. Fig. 3 illustrates this construction. Obviously, |V |6(2c + 1) ·n. In the
following, we argue that the degree of G=(V; E) is upper-bounded by B=2c2+7c+2:
• Because a base can be matched to at most 2c+1 bases in another sequence, a base
match can have common bases with up to 2c+2c=4c other base matches. E.g., in
Fig. 3, base match 〈i; j〉 shares base S1[i] with the base match 〈i; j1〉.
• We can observe in Fig. 3 that a vertex in G has a maximum number of edges
from E2, if the distance between the bases involved in its corresponding base match
is equal to c. Consider, e.g., base match 〈i; j〉 in Fig. 3. There, a base match cross-
ing 〈i; j〉 must be from one of the following sets: M1 = {〈i′; j′〉 | S1[i′] is in sub-
string B; S2[ j′] is in substring X }; M2 = {〈i′′; j′′〉 | S1[i′′] is in substring B; S2[ j′′]
is in substring Y , and j′′−i′′6c}, or M3 = {〈i′′′; j′′′〉 | S1[i′′′] is in substring A; S2[ j′′′]
is in substring X , and j′′′− i′′′6c}. E.g., in Fig. 3, base match 〈i1; j2〉 is in M3. The
set M1 can have at most c2 elements. The number of elements of the other two sets
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Fig. 3. c-DIAGONAL LAPCS. Vertex vi; j is created for the base match 〈i; j〉. The other four base matches
denoted by dashed lines correspond to the vertices vi; j1 , vi1 ; j2 , vi2 ; j3 , and vi3 ; j4 in G. Since the base match
〈i; j1〉 shares base S1[i] with 〈i; j〉, an edge marked by (1) is imposed between vertex vi; j and vertex vi; j1 .
Base matches 〈i1; j2〉 and 〈i; j〉 cross each other. Hence, an edge marked by (2) is imposed between their
corresponding vertices. It is clear that neither the pair of base matches 〈i2; j3〉 and 〈i; j〉 nor 〈i3; j4〉 and
〈i; j〉 is arc-preserving. Two edges marked by (3) are added to the graph G. Note that A; B; X , and Y are
all substrings of length c.
can amount to c2 − c. Therefore, each vertex in V can have at most 2c2 − c edges
which are imposed to guarantee the order-preserving property.
• If the two bases, which form a base match, both are endpoints of two arcs, like
the base match 〈i; j〉 in Fig. 3, then this base match cannot be in an arc-preserving
subsequence with base matches, which involve only one of the other endpoints of
the arcs. There are two such base matches in Fig. 3, 〈i2; j3〉 and 〈i3; j4〉. Those base
matches can amount to 4c + 2.
Consequently, the graph G has degree bounded by B=2c2 + 7c + 2. With (2c + 1)n
vertices, G has at most O(c3n) edges. The construction of G can be done in O(c3n)
time. Hence, the c-DIAGONAL LAPCS(CROSSING, CROSSING) problem can be solved in
O((B+ 1)lB+ c3n) time, where B=2c2 + 7c + 2.
5.3. c-FRAGMENT (c-DIAGONAL) LAPCS(UNLIMITED,UNLIMITED)
Note that the observation that the graph G=(V; E) above has bounded degree heavily
depends on the fact that no two arcs of the two underlying sequences share an end-
point. Thus, the same method does not directly apply for c-FRAGMENTED (c-DIAGONAL)
LAPCS(UNLIMITED,UNLIMITED). However, if the “degree of a sequence” is bounded, we
can upperbound the degree of G. The degree of an arc-annotated sequence (S; A) with
UNLIMITED arc structure is the maximum number of arcs from A that are incident to a
base in S. The so-called cutwidth of an arc-annotated sequence (see [8]) is an upper
bound on the degree.
Proposition 8. The c-FRAGMENT (and c-DIAGONAL, respectively) LAPCS(UNLIMITED,
UNLIMITED) problem with bounded degree b for its sequences, parameterized by the
length l of the desired subsequence, can be solved in O((B + 1)lB + c3n) time with
B= c2 + 2bc − 1 (and in O((B′ + 1)lB′ + c3n) time with B′=2c2 + (4b + c)c + 2b,
respectively).
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Proof. The c-FRAGMENT (c-DIAGONAL) LAPCS(UNLIMITED,UNLIMITED) problem can also
be translated into an INDEPENDENT SET problem on a graph G=(V; E) with bounded
degree using a similar construction as shown above. The number of vertices in the
resulting graph is equal to the one obtained in the proofs of Propositions 6 and 7, but
the bound on the degree changes. In the constructions in the proofs, we added three
sets of edges to G. Since the ;rst two sets have nothing to do with arcs, these edges
remain in the graph for UNLIMITED arc structure. In the constructions above, 2c edges for
c-FRAGMENT and 4c+ 2 edges for c-DIAGONAL are added into E3 for a base match 〈i; j〉
with two arc endpoints, (i; i1)∈A1 and ( j; j1)∈A2. These edges are between vertex
vi; j and the vertices, which correspond to the base matches involving one of S1[i1] and
S2[ j1]. In UNLIMITED arc structure with bounded degree b, a base S1[i] can be endpoint
of at most b arcs, we denote them by (i; i1); (i; i2); : : : ; (i; ib). The third set of edges
must be extended to include the edges between vi; j and all vertices, which correspond
to base matches involving one of S1[i2]; : : : ; S1[ib]; S2[ j2]; : : : ; S2[ jb]. The amount of
edges in this set can increase to b(2c) for c-FRAGMENT and to b(4c+2) for c-DIAGONAL
LAPCS(UNLIMITED,UNLIMITED). The degree of the resulting graph for c-FRAGMENT is then
bounded by B= c2 + 2bc− 1, and the one for c-DIAGONAL by B=2c2 + (4b+3)c+2b.
6. Conclusion
Adopting a parameterized point of view [1,6,7,11], we have shed new light on the al-
gorithmic tractability of the NP-complete LONGEST COMMON SUBSEQUENCE problem with
nested arc annotations, an important problem in biologically motivated structure com-
parison. Immediate open questions arising from our work are to signi;cantly improve
the exponential terms of the running times of our exact algorithms. Depending on what
(relative) length of the longest common subsequence is to be expected, one or the other
parameterization discussed in the paper might be more appropriate: In the case of a
“short” lapcs, the subsequence length is more useful as a parameter, and in the case of
a “long” lapcs, the number of deletions is the preferable parameter. In both cases, our
results yield ;xed-parameter tractability, making exact solutions of this NP-complete
problem feasible when the parameter values are small. Our complexity analyses are
worst-case, however, and it is a topic of future investigations to study the practical
usefulness of our algorithms—possibly adding heuristic elements—by implementations
and experiments. In ongoing work, we try to develop eNcient implementations of our
algorithms. It has to be investigated how to cope with the high memory requirement
while traversing the search tree in breadth-;rst manner. Also, we plan to experiment
with real world data, e.g., those used in [19].
In the analysis of the search tree algorithm for LAPCS(NESTED,NESTED) (Section 4) it
seemed necessary to assume a breadth-;rst processing of the search tree in
order to make the mathematical analysis for the search tree size work. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the ;rst time that depth-;rst search seems not appropriate for
the standard technique “bounded search trees” of parameterized complexity theory. It
might be of general interest in parameterized complexity theory to further investigate
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this observation or to ;nd out whether a less space-consuming depth-;rst search can re-
place breadth-;rst search in our scenario. A second challenge with respect to studying
the parameterized complexity of LAPCS(NESTED,NESTED) is to ;nd non-trivial reduc-
tion rules that lead to an eNcient and practical reduction to problem kernel [1,6,7,11].
As a consequence, one might obtain an eNcient data reduction by preprocessing, a
feature of high importance in practical computing. Some additional considerations on
LAPCS(NESTED,NESTED) and related problems can be found in [15].
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